T

he design guidelines are intended to promote the vitality and distinct
character of Downtown Northbrook by providing design direction on the
type, character, and quality of the built environment. The design guidelines
provide detailed specifications governing the architecture and streetscape
that will solidify the identity of Downtown Northbrook and strengthen the character
of its physical components. The standards outlined herein are tools for communicating
the design intent for future redevelopments and site improvements. The purpose of the
design guidelines is not to dictate a specific design for each downtown site, but rather
establish a set of standards and identify elements of structural and streetscape design
that should be encouraged in Downtown Northbrook.
The design guidelines established in this section are intended to supplement the Village’s
existing design guidelines that are established for the Village Green Overlay (VGO) District
in the Northbrook Zoning Code (Section VIII Part I).
Design guidelines are an important means of strengthening the economic prosperity
of the downtown area through implementation of a unified vision that will tie all of
the potentially disparate elements of Northbrook’s core area together. Since, like many
other suburban communities, Downtown Northbrook is no longer the sole center for
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the community’s retailing and service needs, it must
be able to compete with other areas in the Village and
surrounding communities that offer such goods and
services. This can be most effectively done by conserving
and creating a high quality environment, including a
welcoming and attractive image, that has its own unique
sense of place and creates vivid memories for residents
and visitors alike.

Design Review
The design guidelines will be part of the Village’s
design review process that ensures new development,
redevelopment, and renovation enhance the visual
quality and identity of Downtown Northbrook. They
establish architectural principles and design standards
for new construction that respect the traditions of the
past, avoid adherence to a rigid style, and promote
sensitive rehabilitation of older buildings. The goal is
to build an attractive, recognizable downtown district
with an appealing atmosphere that reflects harmony
and continuity in building design and streetscape
Northbrook Downtown Area Plan
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improvements. The objective is to create a downtown that
is pedestrian-friendly, fosters civic pride and ownership,
promotes a sense of place specific to Northbrook, and offers
a feeling of security. Good design increases property values
when these objectives are achieved.
Design review ensures that new construction and changes
to existing downtown buildings are compatible with the
character of the community. Through design review, the
community can work together with builders, developers,
and property owners to protect identified community
values through attention to simple design principles.
The successful implementation of the design guidelines
will reinforce Downtown Northbrook’s unique image as a
distinct and inviting place to live, work, shop, and gather,
which offers a unique appeal not found in other commercial
areas of the Village or surrounding communities.

Organization of the Design Guidelines
The design guidelines are separated into six categories,
which accentuate the core elements that contribute
to defining the character and identity of Downtown
Northbrook. A set of design guidelines are provided for
each category, including a design intent defined for the
category and a series of graphic-oriented guidelines that
support that intent.
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Architecture

DESIGN GUIDELINES

The architecture design guidelines will enable the
Village to encourage developments to integrate
strong architectural features and design into
structures, which will help develop a high quality
physical appearance to sites and the downtown
streetscape.

Site Design

DESIGN GUIDELINES

The site design guidelines will ensure the
built environment in Downtown Northbrook
is designed with optimal configuration of
structures, parking, public spaces, and relation to
the surrounding streetscape.

Parking

DESIGN GUIDELINES

The parking design guidelines will ensure the
parking areas in Downtown Northbrook are
designed efficiently, integrate sustainable
practices, and create an environment that
respectfully considers pedestrians, even in autooriented parking lots.

Streetscape
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DESIGN GUIDELINES

The streetscape design guidelines will enable the
Village to enhance the downtown streetscape
and create an inviting, memorable place at
Northbrook’s core.

Riverfront

DESIGN GUIDELINES

The riverfront design guidelines will enable
Downtown Northbrook to reclaim vistas along the
riverfront and strengthen the interplay between
the river and adjacent corridors and spaces,
including businesses and recreational uses.

Signage

DESIGN GUIDELINES

The signage design guidelines will enable the
Village to encourage the design and installation
of signs that help enhance the downtown
streetscape while achieving their intended
purposes to promote the community and
businesses and help people navigate through
Downtown Northbrook.
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Architecture

DESIGN GUIDELINES

>> Design Intent

The character of Downtown Northbrook can be significantly influenced
by the architectural design of structures. New developments should
have high quality physical design that relates well to the site, adjacent
structures, and the surrounding streetscape. Architectural design
should carefully consider how building heights, entrances, setbacks,
pedestrian access, and other physical features impact the character of
the site and overall downtown area.

A building’s mass, or shape, is defined by its
component parts, including the size of its footprint
and number of stories. Individual characteristics
of mass include building form, roof shape, and
orientation.

BUILD-TO LINE
RIGHT-OF-WAY

Maximum height:
5 stories or 65 feet

Level 5

12 ft
10 ft.
setback

Level 4

Level 3

Building Orientation & Setbacks
Level 2

>> Orient main pedestrian access along the public
street.
>> Orient parking and service areas at the building
rear with access from an alleyway or secondary
access point.
>> Apply the following build-to line standards to
new developments (see graphic to the right):
- Along Meadow Road (between Cherry
Lane/Church Street and Walters Avenue):
12’ min and not to exceed 18’ max.
- Along Shermer Road (between Waukegan
Road and Walters Avenue): 12’ min and
not to exceed 18’ max.
Northbrook Downtown Area Plan
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d-To-Line

Architecture design guidelines are provided for mixed use, multifamily residential, and office developments. While these guidelines
are generally intended for new development, they can be modified
to apply them to existing structures undergoing rehab or general
improvements.

Building Massing

R.O.W

The following architecture design guidelines will enable the Village
to encourage developments to integrate strong architectural features
and design into structures, which will help develop a high quality
physical appearance to sites and the downtown streetscape.

15'

Level 1

Touhy

NOT TO SCALE

Build-To Line
The build-to line, which is generally defined
as the exterior edge of the building frontage,
helps regulate the distance between the
building and front property line (i.e. th edge of
the right-of-way). This distance is often viewed
as the amount of additional space that can
accommodate pedestrian activity (the regular
sidewalk is typically included within the ROW).
For example, Meadow Road should provide a
minimum build-to line of 12 ft.

The maximum build-to line should be used in
limited instances, such as the creation of small
public gathering spaces (e.g. plazas, patios,
pocket parks, etc), provided the larger setback
does not reduce the pedestrian-friendly quality
of the streetscape or disrupt the continuity of
the street wall.
>> Promote pedestrian-oriented access via
interconnected sidewalks and walkways to
transit facilities, including the Metra station
and Pace bus stops.
Intermediate Walkways
>> Provide walkways between buildings as key
connective elements on-site, particularly
promoting pedestrian activity, increasing the
amount of potential retail frontage (where
appropriate), and reducing automobile
conflicts with pedestrians.

>> Design walkways between buildings to be
safe and inviting, providing pedestrians
with a separation from noise and car traffic.
These intermediate walkways should
allow pedestrians to window shop (where
appropriate) and may serve as secondary
access points to shops/buildings.
>> Ensure pedestrian connectivity between offstreet parking and primary retail areas are
well-defined and linked via pathways and
sidewalks. Walkways between buildings
should be utilized to provide a more direct
route between off-street parking and the
primary street frontage.
Building Proportion, Size & Scale
>> Apply the“3+1+1”height incentive system (as
recommended in this plan) for the VGO Overlay
District, allowing buildings of up to 5 stories,
depending on standards achieved by the
development. Building heights should respect
adjacent properties to minimize conflicts.
The “3+1+1” height incentive system does

not apply to the proposed offices in the C-1
district.
>> Encourage at least two (2) stories and up to
a maximum of three (3) stories immediately
adjacent to Shermer Road, as recommended
in this plan, for the C-1 District. In general,
building heights should respect adjacent
properties to minimize conflicts.
>> Maintain ground level pedestrian scale with
traditional storefront façade components and
proportions.
>> Provide a consistent pattern of architectural
detailing, including the use of decorative
elements, changes in rooflines and
fenestrations, and changes in building
materials and color.
>> Ensure façades are subdivided with horizontal
and vertical architectural elements to
enhance building articulation and create an
upscale aesthetic or, in the case of mixed use
development, an environment reminiscent
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- Along Shermer Road (between Walters
Avenue and Illinois Road; near Metra site):
12’ min and not to exceed 30’ max.
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of pedestrian-scaled, mixed-use shopping
districts.
>> Integrate vertical and horizontal design
elements into new buildings, including
columns, pilasters, and cornices, which should
be defined at both the ground level and upper
levels to break up the mass of buildings.
>> Match or transition building proportions
and architectural elements so that they are
consistent on all elevations visible from public
streets and open spaces.
Exterior Building Treatments
Exterior building treatments include everything
from façade and roof materials, textures and color
palette, window shapes and spacing, architectural
articulation, and most importantly the overall
success of how these elements relate to each other.
Materials & Treatments
>> Utilize masonry materials such as limestone
and brick throughout the façade, and along
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the exterior walls of the building.
>> Ensure the back and sides of the buildings
are consistent with the front façade in terms
of design style, building materials, and
architectural features.
>> Integrate a variety of complimentary materials,
colors, and textures on all sides of buildings to
add visual interest and to ensure consistency
with surrounding buildings.
>> Ensure building materials are comprised of
neutral colors that are versatile and mix well
with other colors and the surrounding building
color palette. Brighter colors may be used
for accent bands or special building features
(this may be more appropriate for mixed use
buildings than for residential or office uses).
Entrances
>> Orient building entrances towards the public
street, public open spaces, or plazas, when
available.

>> Ensure all buildings comply with the guidelines
of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
>> Ensure secondary entrances, particularly for
buildings that front on multiple streets, relate
to the primary entrance and the building
design as a whole.
>> Orient primary building entrances such that
they do not face the building rear or side
parking lots.
>> Orient secondary entryways towards the side
and rear of the building, providing more direct
access to/from off-street parking areas.
>> Design building entrances such that they
are prominent, accessible, and include
elements such as large entry doors, specialty
paving, and architectural treatments that are
complimentary to the site’s overall character
(i.e. the application of different materials at the
entrance, such as brick, glass, or stone).

>> Ensure corner treatments for buildings comply
with vision triangles, including consideration
of integrating small, public corner plazas to
enhance these sightlines. ¹
>> Design corner buildings such that their primary
entrance are set at an angle to face the
intersection, or should be oriented to face the
street of greater importance. ¹
>> Allow corner buildings to be recessed from the
front and side property lines on a diagonal; the
recessed corner can be just the ground level or
upper levels as well. ¹
¹ This guideline does not necessarily apply to
redevelopment in the C-1 district unless design does
not compromise the integrity of the district and
surrounding neighborhood.

>> Integrate the following elements into buildings
located at corners:
- Distinctive massing and roof form;
- Prominent entrance accessible from the
corner; and
- Architectural features including canopies,
large display windows, tower features,
and landmark art.
Façade Transparency
>> Design ground floors planned for retail or
restaurant to be comprised primarily of large
display windows that are clear glass, unless
a specific alternative design is approved
otherwise.
>> Discourage tinted and reflective glass for
ground floors planned for retail or restaurant
so as not to interfere with the visual connection
between the indoor-outdoor environments.

Backsides of Buildings
>> Locate storage, loading, and service areas at the
rear of buildings and on the interior of blocks
where they are less visible from public view.
>> Screen storage, loading, and service areas from
public view via landscaping and/or fencing.
These elements should be consistent with the
overall design of the associated building and
surrounding site.
>> Design the back and sides of buildings to
be consistent with the front façade in terms
of design style, building materials, and
architectural features.
Blank Walls/Screening
>> Avoid use of solid blank walls; elements such
as façade modulation, canopies, lighting,
windows with shutters, artwork, and/or
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landscaping trellises can be employed to avoid
blank walls.
>> Ensure screening of electrical and mechanical
equipment are consistent with the overall
building design style, building materials, and
architectural features.
>> Ensure electrical and mechanical equipment
placed on the rooftop are screened from view
using a parapet or similar screening technique.
>> Ensure electrical and mechanical equipment,
placed along walls are located on the least
visible side(s) of the building to reduce
visibility.
¹ This guideline does not necessarily apply to
redevelopment in the C-1 district unless design does
not compromise the integrity
of the district and surrounding neighborhood.
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Façade Features
>> Encourage awning and canopies along the
public walkway. Awning and canopy materials
should be of a consistent color and design and
composed of compatible materials. ¹
>> Encourage upper story balconies that are
recessed into the building. ¹
>> Design upper story windows with proportions
that are smaller than the proportions of the
ground floor and recessed into the exterior
wall. ¹
>> Place windows to have a repetitive rhythm
which relates to the overall exterior of buildings
on site.
>> Incorporate window elements such as mullions
to divide the window glass into multiple
divisions.

>> Utilize limestone, metal, or other appropriate
masonry materials to clearly express building
cornices, friezes, lintels, sills, and surrounds.
>> Incorporate bay windows that maintain the
same details as principal façades: sills, lintels,
cornices, and expression lines.
Roofing Treatments & Materials
>> Design the majority of the building roof system
to include parapet, pitched, or gable end roofs,

which should be oriented toward the public
street and consistent with the roof architecture
of surrounding structures.
>> Encourage varied rooflines and roof heights
that remain consistent and complimentary
with surrounding structures; consider including
parapets, gables, dormers, and overhangs.
>> Vary building rooflines to avoid monotony and
uniformity in roof design.
>> Utilize limestone, metal, or other appropriate
synthetic materials to clearly express upper
story cornices, friezes, and gable ends.
>> Conceal mechanical units within parapet
walls when units are located on the roof of
buildings.
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>> Provide a consistent pattern of architectural
detailing on buildings, including the use of
decorative elements, changes in rooflines
and fenestrations, vertical and horizontal
articulation, and changes in building materials
and color.
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Site Design

DESIGN GUIDELINES

>> Design Intent

The design of a site can often dictate how a person interacts with the
elements of the site, including structures, parking, and open spaces.
From a circulation perspective, aspects such as site access, internal
movements, and parking distribution should all be carefully designed
to minimize confusion and conflicts between cars, delivery vehicles,
pedestrians, and bicyclists. Primary structures should relate well to
the street, creating a pedestrian-friendly environment that enables
people to more intimately interact with businesses and public spaces.
Sites should also be designed to optimize sustainability, particularly
efficient automobile flow, pedestrian/bicycle access, landscaping,
and stormwater management.
The following site design guidelines will ensure the built environment
in Downtown Northbrook is designed with optimal configuration of
structures, parking, public spaces, and relation to the surrounding
streetscape.

1
Encourage more intimate interaction between
buildings and pedestrians by bringing buildings
to an established build-to line and closer to the
sidewalk.

2
Provide parking areas to the side or rear of buildings,
wherever possible, to maximize the amount of
building frontage along the primary streetscape and
create a more pedestrian-friendly environment.

Additional design guidelines relating to site design are described
in the other sets of guidelines relating to architecture, parking, and
streetscape.

3
Provide public gathering spaces or plazas that invite informal interaction with pedestrian amenities such as (but
not limited to) benches, raised planters, bicycle racks, information kiosks, drinking fountains, etc. Such spaces
can be integrated into any portion of a site, such as a courtyard in between two buildings, an open plaza within
a parking area, or a pocket park at the outer edge of the site adjacent to the sidewalk.
Northbrook Downtown Area Plan
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General Site Design
>> Place structures and design interior circulation
systems in a manner that minimizes conflicts
between pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorists
and provides for cross access between adjacent
sites.
>> Encourage in-fill development to maintain and
reinforce the line of store/building fronts (i.e. the
street wall) at the sidewalk edge, maintaining a
similar height and width proportion wherever
feasible.
>> Orient structures with their major entry facing
the street/sidewalk to strengthen the street
wall that optimizes pedestrian interaction with
buildings via entrances, transparent windows,
and sidewalk displays.
>> Screen trash enclosures and mechanical
equipment from view and locate them away
from the street front or site entrances.
Landscaping
>> Encourage structures to integrate foundation
plantings, emphasizing the use of a mix

of deciduous and evergreen materials and
native plantings; highly visible areas should
incorporate native perennials and ornamental
grasses.
>> Install parkway trees along the street at a
minimum spacing of 35’-o” o.c.
>> Place plantings in raised planters or tree
grates when located along streetscapes with
storefronts to help protect the landscaping and
enhance the character of the streetscape.
>> Utilize native landscaping that are able to
tolerate wet/dry conditions and are hearty
enough to tolerate urban conditions.
Stormwater Management
>> Decrease impervious surfaces by encouraging
shared parking and minimizing curb cuts,

[ An under drain system would need to be placed beneath
the permeable pavers to effectively drain the sub-base,
since soil infiltration will be extremely low due to the
high clay content of local soils.

which will reduce the amount of paved areas
and provide more space for landscaped areas.
>> Explore the use of permeable pavers to allow
stormwater to infiltrate through the pavement
to the soil below. [
>> Integrate bioswales or rain gardens, where
feasible, along site perimeters and parkways
to create locations for landscaping designed to
helpfacilitatenaturalstormwatermanagement
functions. 
>> Encourage site design that sensibly considers
the impact of the existing floodplain and
integrates existing topography, where feasible,
to minimize stormwater runoff and properly
filter it towards detention ponds, bioswales,
rain gardens, or other stormwater management
system. 

 Although the redevelopment concepts in Section 2
do not provide the level of detail to illustrate these
stormwater management features, construction level
site plans and landscape plans should integrate such
features, wherever feasible.
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Parking

DESIGN GUIDELINES

>> Design Intent

Parking is one of the most critical components of a downtown
district. While other sections of this document assess and plan for
the current and future parking needs of Downtown Northbrook, the
parking design guidelines provided here direct the Village in creating
a downtown parking environment that considers aspects such as
shared parking, landscaping, and pedestrian circulation. A welldesigned parking area can help enhance the surrounding streetscape
and overall site design of a property. Given the amount of impervious
surfaces that comprise the surface of parking lots, it is also important
to integrate effective sustainability measures and stormwater
management practices into the design of parking lots.
The following parking design guidelines will ensure the parking
areas in Downtown Northbrook are designed efficiently, integrate
sustainable practices, and create an environment that respectfully
considers pedestrians, even in auto-oriented parking lots.

1
Separate parking from buildings with a pedestrian
walkway, providing a safe zone for shoppers/patrons
before entering or after exiting the building; the
walkway also provides space for outdoor displays.

2
Provide landscaping within parking islands to soften
hardscapes, provide shade relief from taller trees,
create buffer zones for pedestrians, and provide
natural stormwater management functions.

Additional design guidelines relating to parking are described in
the previous set of guidelines relating to site design. Where design
guidelines apply to Metra parking facilities, they should also adhere
to Metra’s Parking Manual.

3
Provide pedestrian walkways that provide safe
paths for shoppers/patrons to access their intended
destinations, particularly if parking is provided at
the side or rear of buildings away from entrances.

Northbrook Downtown Area Plan
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4
Encourage shared parking between adjacent
businesses/uses that may share customer bases
or have staggered peak hours; shared parking also
helps minimize paved areas/impervious surfaces
and multiple curb cuts for access points.

Parking Lot Access Landscape Treatments
>> Ensure entrances and exits to parking lots are
landscaped to help direct motorist access to
and from the lot.
>> Diversify landscape plantings that consist of
a combination of canopy trees, understory
shrubs, and groundcovers.
>> Install plantings that maintain a visual
clear zone between 30” and 7’-0” height (as
measured above grade).
>> Adhere to Metra’s requirement that any
plantings be located outside the railroad rightof-way and that any plantings near the railroad
right-of-way be selected such that they reach
36” height at maturity.
>> Install plantings that form a continuous
landscape grouping within the planting bed.
>> Install landscape plantings that are salt and
urban tolerant species.

Perimeter Landscape Treatments
>> Ensure perimeter landscape plantings consist
of a combination of canopy trees, ornamental
trees and understory shrubs. Where feasible,
evergreen tree plantings are encouraged.

Interior Parking Lot Landscape Treatments
>> Distribute parking lot islands throughout the
parking area, with islands having minimum
dimensions of 9’-0” width and 19’-0” depth.

>> Ensure all perimeters treatments (landscaping,
fencing, berming, etc.) cover a majority of the
perimeter of all parking areas, with periodic
gaps to break up solid arrays of plantings.

>> Ensure Islands consist of a combination
of canopy trees and understory shrubs or
groundcovers. A standard island (9’ x 38’) shall
provide 2 canopy shade trees (minimum 3”
caliper).

>> Install shrub plantings that reach 4’-0” height
at maturity.

>> Install plantings that maintain a visual
clear zone between 30” and 7’-0” height (as
measured above grade).

>> Adhere to Metra’s requirement that any
plantings be outside the railroad right-of-way
and that any plantings near the railroad rightof-way be selected such that they reach 30”
height at maturity.
>> Install plantings that form a continuous
landscape grouping within the planting bed.
>> Install landscape plantings that are salt and
urban tolerant species.

>> Install plantings that form a continuous
landscape grouping within the planting bed.
>> Install landscape plantings that are salt and
urban tolerant species.
>> Provide proper irrigation and drainage for
landscaped islands, which should have an easyto-manage irrigation method or water access
within 100’ of all parking lot landscaping.
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Streetscape

DESIGN GUIDELINES

>> Design Intent

The streetscape goal for Downtown Northbrook aims to enhance the
streetscape experience by creating welcoming and attractive corridors
and spaces for shoppers, diners, residents, and visitors. As the Village
center, downtown should be a place where people wish to spend time,
run multiple errands, take a leisurely stroll, and meet with neighbors
and friends, both planned and impromptu. In addition to creating
corridors and spaces that are safe, open, and scaled specifically to
pedestrians and bicyclists, the downtown streetscape should integrate
elements that create a sense of place that is distinct to Northbrook.
Downtown should be a place that Northbrook residents are proud to
visit, call home, and bring out-of-town friends.
The following streetscape design guidelines will enable the Village
to enhance the downtown streetscape and create an inviting,
memorable place at Northbrook’s core.

1
Create a pedestrian-friendly environment with
pedestrian-scaled amenities, adequately sized
walking zones, and visual interest such as transparent
storefront windows and sidewalk displays.

3
Provide bike amenities, including bike racks, storage
areas at the Metra station, and tire pump stations,
wherever practical, to ensure bicyclists are welcome
visitors of downtown.

Northbrook Downtown Area Plan
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2
Continue to utilize historic street lights as a means to
not only create an intimate streetscape feel but also
provide opportunities for elevated greenery and
banners to promote community places and events.

4
Bring buildings to the sidewalk line, adhering to an
established build-to line, to foster more intimate
interaction between the buildings and pedestrians
on the sidewalk.

Enliven the streetscape with colorful and diverse
landscaping to bring character to the sidewalk,
brighten vistas, soften hardscapes, and enhance
stormwater management functions.

8
Encourage permeable building fronts to enable
storekeepers to provide window displays and offer
pedestrians the opportunity to view them; open
windows also allow interior light to illuminate the
building’s exterior and sidewalk.

6
Maintain wide walking zones beneath railroad
underpasses with adequate lighting, visual interest,
and an open air feel to create a safe and inviting
passage for pedestrians.

9
Place utility poles and infrastructure underground,
wherever practical, to clear the streetscape of
physical and visual clutter.

7
Continue to integrate public art into the streetscape
to enhance spaces with unique visual elements and
encourage public appreciation of the arts.

10
Support outdoor dining and sidewalk displays to
enliven the streetscape with activity and provide
spaces for people to share time and conversation.
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11
Provide flowerbeds, perennials, or groundcover
at sidewalk corners and along parkways to soften
hardscapes, add greenery, and provide greater
pervious surfaces to help manage stormwater.

14
Provide clearly marked crosswalks that adhere
to Complete Streets concepts, including safe
accommodations for handicapped citizens and
integration of Safe Routes to School principles.
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12
Explore the potential of integrating permeable
pavers or other sustainable paving materials in
sidewalks to help with stormwater management
and add different textures to the streetscape.

15
Explore the potential of utilizing different paving
materials or street imprint designs in crosswalks,
particularly near railroad track crossings, to create
more vivid visual cues for the crossings.

13
Integrate landscaping and pedestrian amenities
within curb bumpouts, which can help calm traffic
and serve as a buffer between pedestrians on the
sidewalk and cars on the street.

16
Provide clearly marked bike lanes, including
continuation of the Village’s use of sharrows, to
ensure safe travel for bicyclists and sharing of the
road with motorists.

Explore the potential to integrate rain gardens and
bioswales into the parkway to manage stormwater;
some communities allow local organizations or
school classes to adopt and care for rain gardens.

20
Encourage buildings to provide a lighting scheme
that combines exterior lighting with ambiant
lighting from the interior through permeable
buidling fronts to illuminate the sidewalk at night or
on overcast days.

18
Integrate a wayfinding signage program into the
streetscape to assist pedestrians, bicyclists, and
motorists with navigating the downtown area (SEE
THE SIGNAGE DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR DETAILS).

21
Provide receptacles for trash and recycling in
accessible locations to encourage public stewardship
of the downtown environment.

19
Integrate raised planters along the parkway to serve
as a buffer between pedestrians on the sidewalk
and cars on the street; raised planters can also serve
as a seating area for pedestrians to take respite.

22
Create open spaces within the streetscape that
encourage social interaction and activity, whether
planned or impromptu.
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Riverfront

DESIGN GUIDELINES

>> Design Intent

Downtown Northbrook has the significant distinction of being a passthrough point for the Chicago River, as the West Fork of the North
Branch of the river traverses through the downtown area. While
certain downtown elements, such as the Village Green, are oriented
towards the river, other elements presently lack strong connectivity
to the river, despite being located immediately along the river banks.
People tend to have a compelling affinity towards bodies of water,
and it would help strengthen the draw of Downtown Northbrook
to have stronger connectivity to the river. Whether it’s businesses
providing outdoor spaces that embrace the riverfront or a riverwalk
providing access along the river, the Chicago River can be just as
much a core draw of Downtown Northbrook as its shops and services,
provided that the connections are properly designed to ensure safety,
accessibility, visibility, and useability.

1
Utilize the Village’s current bridge design and
materials pallette for new riverfront elements, such
as piers, overlooks, and trail markers, including the
use of masonry, iron fencing, and landscaping.

2
Maintain healthy natural vegetation along the river
banks to preserve the natural ecosystem for local
flora and fauna and protect natural stormwater
management functions.

The following riverfront design guidelines will enable Downtown
Northbrook to reclaim vistas along the riverfront and strengthen
the interplay between the river and adjacent corridors and spaces,
including businesses and recreational uses.

3
Re-orient buildings towards the river by replacing
utilitarian spaces (e.g. trash receptacles, loading
zones, storage, etc) with people-oriented spaces
(e.g. plazas, outdoor seating, etc) that capitalize on
visibility of and access to the river.
Northbrook Downtown Area Plan
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4
Supplement existing river edge plantings along
the river banks with native plantings to enhance
the ecological functions of the landscaped areas;
plantings and stone/rock outcroppings can also help
beautify the riverfront.

Integrate riverfront trails that connect to the Village’s
overall trail network to ensure people (and animals)
have access to the river.

6

7

Create small public spaces or plazas along the river to
provide focal points for formal or informal gatherings
and potential trailheads for trail connections.

Provide adequate lighting along the river to foster
safe, well lit spaces and help illuminate the river and
amenities at night or on overcast days.
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8
Revisit the 1998 Northbrook Riverwalk Feasibilty Study to
assess elements (e.g. riverwalk designs, stream restoration,
maintenance, funding, etc) that could be amended and
implemented as a way to restore the Chicago River as an
attractive and accessible amenity for Downtown Northbrook.
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Signage

DESIGN GUIDELINES

>> Design Intent

Signs serve as guides for people to recognize where they are and
where they want to go. Signs also serve as promotional tools, whether
for local organizations to promote community events or businesses
to promote their shops, goods, and services. Directional signage or
promotional signage are both core elements of helpng a downtown
district function efficiently with minimal difficulties and confusion.
Encouraging high quality signage placed in optimal locations will go
a long way to help the Village strengthen the identity of Downtown
Northbrook and its sense of place.
The following signage design guidelines will enable the Village to
encourage the design and installation of signs that help enhance the
downtown streetscape while achieving their intended purposes to
promote the community and businesses and help people navigate
through Downtown Northbrook.

1
Provide signage that is scaled appropriately to
the site and building, ensuring compatibility and
design at a pedestrian scale while still maintaining
adequate visibility for motorists.

2
Encourage businesses to follow similar sign scale and
placement as the row of businesses along Shermer
Road north of Meadow Road, which would ensure a
level of uniformity without sacrificing originality.

These guidelines are also supplemented by the downtown gateway
signage design provided in Section 4.

3
Utilize awnings to add a supplemental design
element to signs and provide shade relief for
window displays (and covered areas for pedestrians
during inclement weather).

Northbrook Downtown Area Plan
Village of Northbrook, Illinois

4
Support unique signage that enhances the character
of the related business or use, provided that the
sign generally adheres to the Village’s current sign
standards or obtains Village-approved variation.

Add landscaping around the base of a sign to enhance
its physical appearance and provide screening of
utilities such as light encasings, electrical boxes, sign
base materials, etc.

7

6
Continue supporting the banner program on light
poles to promote local businesses and community
activities; banners can be a supplemental element
of a wayfinding signage program (SEE #13).

8

Build upon existing design elements, such as the design of existing downtown streetscape columns (e.g.
brick piers, planters, black iron fencing, etc; SEE #7, ABOVE LEFT) and existing Village entry signs (e.g. green and
yellow/gold colors, historic elements, clean sign copy, etc; SEE #8, ABOVE RIGHT), when designing new downtown
signage, particularly those created by the Village (SEE THE PUBLIC STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS PLAN IN SECTION 4
FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS).

9
Provide monument pier signage at key locations
around downtown to serve as gateway features to
indicate to visitors that they are in a special district
(SEE THE PUBLIC STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS PLAN IN
SECTION 4 FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS).
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10

11

Provide signage that directs motorists to parking
lots serving downtown, specifically differentiating
between public, private, and commuter parking
lots.

Provide adequate signage -- whether affixed to a
pole or painted on the pavement -- for bicyclists ,
pedestrians, and motorists to recognize the clear
demarcation of user-specific and shared spaces.

12
Provide information kiosks on the sidewalk, within a
plaza, or along a trail to provide helpful information
or facts to visitors; kiosks can be a core element of a
wayfinding signage program (SEE #13).
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Develop a wayfinding signage program into the streetscape to assist pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorists with navigating the downtown area;
the program should consider elements such as directional signs, street signs, information kiosks, unique designs/logos, light fixtures, planters,
and banner opportunities for businesses and local organizations (NOTE: THE GRAPHIC ABOVE ILLUSTRATES A WAYFINDING SIGNAGE PROGRAM THAT
TESKA PREPARED FOR THE CITY OF CANTON, ILLINOIS).
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